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Abstract—This paper presents a haptic sensing foot system for
humanoid robot. The two different kinds of implementations are
investigated: One is an active tactile sensing technique to recognize
a contacting ground slope. The other is to balance the robot
body with one leg for human–robot interaction. The proposed
sensors are implemented on two robotic feet. Each sensing unit
on each foot consists of three thin sheets of force sensitive resistors
arranged triangularly with the peripheral circuits. The research
objective is to produce an artifact which can be operated in a
natural and intuitive manner by utilizing the control of a foot pose
to keep the direction of the foot normal to the ground surface.
Throughout these works, we aim to realize the tactile sensing foot
to detect the ground slope for natural foot posture control in order
to assist the biped walking robot to balance its body on various
types of ground surfaces. In these applications, the information
about the ground floor or orientation is not required in advance.

Index Terms—Ground floor recognition, haptic sensor, robots,
tactile sensor, human–robot interactions.

I. INTRODUCTION

R ECENTLY, a variety of reports on human–robot interac-
tion have been published. Although most robots have vi-

sion and auditory sensors [1], haptic sensor is another important
equipment to interact with human and environment [2], [3].
This paper proposes a haptic sensing system implemented on
the humanoid robots’ feet. Humanoid robot is a bipedal archi-
tecture mechanism which is one of the most versatile setups for
walking robot. This type of robot is highly suitable for working
in human environments. It should be able to operate in various
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environments. For instance, a humanoid robot should be able
to walk on the slopes, stairs [4], and obstacles [5] to work as
human substitutes or to work together with humans. However,
the complex dynamics involved in the walking mechanism
make this type of robot control a challenging task. To complete
this task, the robot requires the sensors and the control concept
of a biped robot to realize the interaction between the robot
and environment [6]. Some researchers use accelerometers as a
sensor for biped walking system [7]. Some researchers propose
a flexible shoe system for biped robots to optimize energy
consumption of the lateral plane motion [8].

Recently, there is an increasing demand on various types
of sensing devices for robots to obtain the detailed object
information. Although computer vision is often employed to
recognize the object shape with the position and orientation,
tactile sensing is an essential ability for a robot to handle an
object [9]–[15]. The tactile sensor attached on the robot can
sense the object surface while the robot vision cannot get the
occluded surface image such as robot skin [16]. A variety of
tactile sensing systems have been proposed not only for robots,
but also for human–machine interfaces, force feedback, pattern
recognition, and invasive surgery. For tactile or force sensing,
there are a variety of techniques and sensing devices. Previous
works have used strain gauges [17], electromagnetic device
sensors [18], force sensitive resistors [19], capacitive tactile
array [20], optical device [21], piezoelectric resonance [22], and
shape memory alloy [23]. The use of 6D force sensing module
located within the robot body can perform the intrinsic contact
sensing task [24] and widely used in robotic. However, it is
expensive and many sensing elements are necessary inside the
module. These sensors are applied to the different systems.

Our idea is to use such devices with a layout specialized
for object surface sensing. We have developed tactile sensor
units with force sensitive resistors and applied for the active
measurement of the object shape, 3-D object edge tracing a
hand poses control, human–robot cooperative work, and tactile
sensing of humanoid robot [25]–[32].

This paper presents a haptic foot system for humanoid robot.
Two different implementations are investigated: One is an
active tactile sensing technique to recognize a contacted ground
slope. The proposed sensors are implemented on two robotic
feet. Each foot consists of three thin sheets of force sensitive
resistors arranged triangularly with the peripheral circuits. The
robot sensing foot acquires the distribution of planar ground
surface by arranging three force sensitive resistors triangularly.
The obtained force data are used to estimate the ground slope
orientation at the specific contact point and to move the robot
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Fig. 1. Diagram of robotic tactile sensing foot system for humanoid robot.

foot normal to the ground surface for active ground slope
recognition. The other is an active tactile sensing technique
to recognize the strongest force position under the foot for
balancing its body with one leg for human–robot interaction.

The research objective is to produce a new generation robot,
which can be operated in a natural and intuitive manner instead
of utilizing the complicated system. Throughout these works,
we aim to realize a robotic foot with tactile sensors to detect
the ground slope for natural foot posture control in order to
assist the biped walking robot to balance its body on various
types of ground slope such as flat level surface, up, down, left,
and right slopes. In these applications, the information about
the contacted ground floor or orientation is not required in
advance. Important point of the proposed system is that the
sensor feedback is managed locally at each foot to make the
robot control distributed.

II. TACTILE SENSING FOOT SYSTEM

The diagram of the tactile sensing foot system for humanoid
robot is shown in Fig. 1. The humanoid robot can interact
with the environment such as human and the ground floor.
The tactile sensor units are equipped at the end of its feet.
The robot is specially improved for this research based on
17-DOF humanoid robot from Kondo Kagaku Company, Ltd.,
“KHR-2HV.”

The robot control system is separated into three parts. The
main body has 13 DOF and is controlled by a personal computer
(PC) through the control and the drive unit for servomotors.
Another is to control two haptic sensing feet which have 2
DOF on each foot. Each robotic foot is controlled by the
individual microcontroller through the sensor interface mod-
ule. As our tactile sensor unit works together with the robot
system, it can scan the environment space; the sensor foot
unit does not require many sensing elements. The minimum
number of the sensing point required for detecting the ground
slope and orientation is three. The global shape measurement
can be done by moving the foot along the surface of the
ground.

The prepared devices are “Flexi Force” which is a sort of
the force sensitive resistor produced by Tekscan, Inc. [33]. The

diameter of the device is 9.53 mm. The device is capable of
sensing forces between 0 and 4.4 N. To perform the real-time
sensing process for controlling the humanoid robot, we have
developed a suitable interface system. The sensor resistance
decreases when the force is applied to the sensing element
sheet. The resistances of three pieces of the force sensitive
resistors have similar values when the force is applied to the
center of all the sensing elements. Hence, by utilizing the dif-
ferences between three force sensitive resistors, we can detect
the gradient of the ground surface.

Fig. 2 shows the design concept and structure details of the
prototype of robotic tactile sensing feet modules. Fig. 3 shows
the prototype of tactile sensor feet for humanoid robot. Each
foot has driver unit plugged in between microcontroller and two
servomotors to give pulse signal to the 2-DOF servomotors. In
addition, it provides an “alarm clock” function to synchronize
the system while the microcontroller is busy with other sensing
and display tasks. Interface to the driver is realized through its
control and alarm signal, as shown in Fig. 4.

The three sensing devices are fixed to make triangular
position. They are covered with a sponge rubber plate (soft
material). We employed a sponge whose thickness is 5 mm
(Young’s modulus: 32.7 kPa) for the following experiments.
The other side of the device is covered with a hard plate and
fixed on the end effectors of each robot foot.

To simplify the functional check, the sensing devices circuit
has LED indicators to show the sensing area which received the
strongest force. The colors of LEDs are different to inform users
the point where the force is the strongest, i.e., on the right-leg,
the red color represents back touch, the green color represents
front touch, the red and green colors represent the right touch,
and the blue color represents left touch. It also has a liquid
crystal display as well as a communication channel to send out
the data to PC. The sensor signals are digitized by a resistance
measuring method RC time-constant technique. Measurements
are carried out in real time with developed program installed on
a microcontroller and a PC.

The resistance is measured by using the charge and discharge
of RC circuit, as shown in Fig. 4. After charging the capacitor,
the discharge will start through the force sensitive resistor. The
microprocessor measures the discharge time using the software
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Fig. 2. Detailed structure of a prototype of tactile sensor foot for humanoid robot utilizing three element sheets.

Fig. 3. Prototype of tactile sensor feet for humanoid robot.

clock counter. To measure the variable resistance of the sensing
element, we utilize the RC time-constant method. The step
input is applied to the circuit and the discharge time is mea-
sured. The microcontroller checks the voltage of the capacitor
with 2-mS interval. To measure the discharge time of the
capacitor, we estimate the time when the voltage of capacitor

is less than the logic threshold voltage. The variable resistance
of sensing element R can be obtained as follows:

R =
t

C × ln
(

VSupply
VI/O

) (1)

where VSupply and VI/O represent the supply voltage and the
logic threshold voltage, respectively. C represents the capac-
itance of capacitor. t represents the discharge time. We set
VSupply, VI/O, and C to 5 V, 1.4 V, and 0.01 μF, respectively.

As the maximum discharge time for each sensing element is
less than 5 ms, the cycle time of the RC time measurement is
short enough for the real-time control of the robot concerning
each moving step. If we employ the faster robot, the more
sophisticated and faster sensing method will be needed. In order
to measure the variable resistance of the sensing element faster,
we can also use the method by an A/D converter instead of the
current method.

III. GROUND SLOPE SENSING METHOD

To perform real-time sensing control for robot to adjust its
foot normal to the ground surface, the control criterion is to
make the receiving forces from three sensing elements equal.
Note that the robot leg position is fixed. Only foot position
moves followed by the received sensing information.

Fig. 5 shows a flowchart of sensing data analysis to define
a contacting slope condition for robot movement control. This
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Fig. 4. Electronic circuit diagram of robotic sensor foot unit.

Fig. 5. Flowchart of sensing data analysis to define a contacted ground slope condition for robot movement control. (Right foot case.)
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Fig. 6. Methodology of recognizing the ground floor slope. (Slope up and
down.)

Fig. 7. Methodology of recognizing the ground floor slope. (Slope on left and
right sides.)

flowchart gives an analysis example on the right foot of robot.
On the left foot, the same method can also be used. However,
the flowchart becomes symmetric about the right foot analysis.
In Fig. 5, Si represents the output of sensing element i (i = 1,
2, and 3). By using these data, we can detect the gradient of
the sponge surface. To keep the robot foot normal to the ground
surface, the force data from three sensor devices are used to
control the robot foot direction together with the current foot
direction. To complete the movement in 3-D, we introduce the
four directions of movements, as shown in Fig. 5.

These figures show the analysis results of tactile sensing
feedbacks to determine the robot position against the ground
based on the values of the sensing elements. As shown in
Fig. 5, when the robot foot touched the ground floor on the
right side of the sponge, a pushing force appears on the right
side. Consequently, S3 is greater than S1 and S2. S1 is equal
to S2. Hence, to follow the ground surface normal, the robot
foot needs to move down left until the forces on all three
sensing elements are equal. In a similar fashion, when the robot
foot approaches the ground from other direction, it can also
be controlled to the appropriate direction based on the sensor
outputs, as shown in Fig. 5.

Fig. 6 shows the methodology of recognizing the slope in
cases of up and down slopes. Fig. 6(a) shows the case that the
foot has not contacted the ground and therefore no forces appear
for all sensors. Fig. 6(b) shows the case that the robot foot
touched the ground floor on the back side of the sponge, thus
the relation between the sensor outputs is as, S2 > S3 ≥ S1.
Fig. 6(c) shows the case that the robot foot touched the ground
floor on the front side of the sponge, thus the relation between
the sensor outputs is as, S1 > S3 ≥ S2. Fig. 6(d) shows the case
that the robot foot touched normal to the ground floor, thus all
forces are equal.

Fig. 7 shows the methodology of recognizing the slope in
cases of left and right slopes. Fig. 7(a) shows the case that the
foot has not contacted the ground and therefore no forces appear
for all sensors. Fig. 7(b) shows the case that the robot foot
touched the ground floor on the right side of the sponge, thus
the relation between the sensor outputs is as (S1 ≈ S2) > S3.

Fig. 7(c) shows the case that the robot foot touched the ground
floor on the left side of the sponge, thus the relation between
the sensor outputs is as (S1 ≈ S2) < S3. Fig. 7(d) shows the
case that the robot foot touched normal to the ground floor, thus
all forces are equal. To verify the tactile information sensing
performance as a tactile interface, we created the program for
analyzing the distributed pressure patterns when a robot put its
foot on the ground floor. The applied force will be detected by
the sensor unit and can be used for deciding the robotic foot
movement automatically for assisting the robot to achieve the
natural foot posture motions to be balanced on the different
environments.

IV. BALANCE SENSING METHOD

To perform real-time sensing control for robot to adjust its
body balanced with one leg, the control criterion is to make the
receiving forces from three sensing elements equal. Note that
the robot foot poses must be normal to the ground surface using
previous sensing method. Its foot position is then fixed and
only body pose motions are controlled by the received sensing
information.

Fig. 8 shows a flowchart of sensing data analysis to define
the strongest force position which appeared depending on a
body movement condition. This flowchart gives an analysis
example concerning the left foot of robot. On the right foot,
the same method can be used. However, the flowchart becomes
symmetric about the right foot analysis. In Fig. 8, Si represents
the output of sensing element i (i = 1, 2, and 3). By using
these data, we can detect the gradient of the sponge surface.
To keep the robot body balance with one leg, the force data
from three sensor devices are used to control the robot body
direction together with the current foot direction. To complete
the movement in 3-D, we introduce the four directions of
movements, as shown in Fig. 8.

The figure shows the analysis results of tactile sensing feed-
backs to determine the robot position against the ground based
on the values of the sensing elements. As shown in Fig. 8,
when the robot moves its weight into right side of the sponge,
a pushing force appears on the right side. Consequently, S3

is smaller than S1 and S2, while S1 is equal to S2. Hence,
to follow the ground surface normal, the robot needs to move
its weight into left side until the forces on all three sensing
elements are equal. In a similar fashion, when the robot foot
approaches the ground from other direction, it can also be
controlled to the appropriate direction based on the sensor
outputs, as shown in Fig. 8.

Fig. 9 shows the methodology of recognizing the robot
weight in cases of front and back side. In Fig. 9(a), the robot
moves its weight into front side, thus the relation between the
sensor outputs is as, S1 > S3 ≥ S2. Fig. 9(b) shows the robot
weight in the center, thus all forces are equal. In Fig. 9(c), the
robot moves its weight into back side, thus the relation between
the sensor outputs is as, S2 > S3 ≥ S1.

Fig. 10 shows the methodology of recognizing the robot
weight in cases of left and right side. In Fig. 10(a), the robot
moves its weight into right side, thus the relation between
the sensor outputs is as, (S1 ≈ S2) < S3. Fig. 10(b) shows
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Fig. 8. Flowchart of sensing data analysis to define the strongest force position for robot balance control. (Left foot case.)

Fig. 9. Methodology of recognizing the robot weight. (Front and back.)

Fig. 10. Methodology of recognizing the robot weight. (Left and right.)

the robot weight in the center, thus all forces are equal. In
Fig. 10(c), the robot moves its weight into left side, thus the
relation between the sensor outputs is as, (S1 ≈ S2) > S3.

To verify the tactile information sensing performance as
a tactile interface, we created the program for analyzing the
distributed pressure patterns when a robot moves its weight
along the foot. The applied force will be detected by the sensor
unit and can be used for deciding the robot body movement
automatically for assisting the robot to achieve the natural body
poses motions to be balanced on the different ground slopes.

V. EXPERIMENT

We conducted six experiments to confirm the ability of the
proposed haptic sensing foot system for controlling the motion
of humanoid robot in 3-D. Two different implementations are
investigated: an active tactile sensing technique to recognize a
contacting ground slope by using right leg of humanoid robot is
shown in the first two experiments. The one-leg balancing robot
with the left leg is shown in the next four experiments. Through
these experiments, we also attempted to realize effective human
interaction. In particular, we apply the external force to the
humanoid robot, and aim to realize the danger avoidance of
humanoid robot for falling down. In these applications, we did
not need any information about the contacted ground slope or
orientation in advance.
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Fig. 11. Actual movement when the robot recognizes a down slope.

Fig. 12. Sensor data of robotic foot when the robot recognizes a down slope.

A. Experiment on Robot Foot Pose Actions (Up–Down Slope)

1) Down Slope: This experiment aims to confirm that the
humanoid robot can detect down slope by using the proposed
system. Fig. 11 shows the actual movement when the robot
recognizes a down slope. Fig. 12 shows the sensing data of
robotic foot when the robot recognizes a down slope.

The sensing data are the RC time-constant value in the RC
circuit of each sensing element. When the sensor is unloaded,
its value is high (unloaded case, we set maximum detecting
values as 5000 μs). RC time-constant value decreases when
force is applied to the sensor. In this experiment, the right
foot was first set above the 20◦ down slope, as shown in
Fig. 11(a). At this point, the sensor is unloaded, and thus all
three sensing values are 5000 μs as shown at 0 s in Fig. 12. In
other words, when all sensing values are maximal values, the
robot foot is free from the ground. Next, the robot moved its
foot down to touch the ground slope, as shown in Fig. 11(b).
When the robot did this action, the sensing value on sensor 2
decreased as shown at 1.5 s in Fig. 12. After the first touch,
the robot began turning its foot by utilizing the analyses of the
distributed pressure patterns. In this case, the outputs of the
sensor elements are constrained as follows:

SR2 > SR3 ≥ SR1 (2)

where the SRi represents the sensor output from the ith sensor
on the right foot. To follow the ground surface normal under
the aforementioned condition, the robot foot needs to turn the
ankle joint forward until the forces on all three sensing elements
are equal or the forces between sensor 1 and 2 are equal. These
actions are shown at 9.5 s in Fig. 12. However, to confirm the
correctness of the results, we temporarily controlled the robot
foot to overshoot the point where the receiving forces are equal,
as shown in Fig. 11(c). The graph at 10 s in Fig. 12 shows the
three sensors data when the robot did the overshoot. Finally, the
robot turned its foot back to the position where the receiving
forces are equal, as shown in Fig. 11(d). The graph at 13.5 s

Fig. 13. Actual movement when the robot recognizes an up slope.

Fig. 14. Sensor data of robotic foot when the robot recognizes an up slope.

in Fig. 12 shows the three sensors data when the robot did the
action. Throughout this experiment, the robot can detect the
ground slope and move its foot normal to the ground surface
in case of following the down slope.

2) Up Slope: This experiment aims to confirm that the
humanoid robot can detect the up slope by using the proposed
system. Fig. 13 shows the actual movement when the robot
recognizes an up slope. Fig. 14 shows the sensing data of
robotic foot when the robot recognizes an up slope.

In this experiment, the right foot was first set above the 20◦

up slope, as shown in Fig. 13(a). At this point, the sensor is
unloaded, thus all three sensing values are 5000 μs as shown at
0 s on Fig. 14. Next, the robot moved its foot down to touch the
ground slope, as shown in Fig. 13(b). When the robot did this
action, the sensing value on sensor 1 decreased as shown at 1.5 s
in Fig. 14. After the first touch, the robot began turning its foot
by utilizing the analyses of the distributed pressure patterns. In
this case, the outputs of the sensor elements are constrained as
follows:

SR1 > SR3 ≥ SR2. (3)

Based on the sensor values, to follow the ground surface
normal, the robot foot needs to turn the ankle joint backward
until the forces on all three sensing elements are equal or the
forces between sensor 1 and 2 are equal. These actions are
shown at 9.5 s in Fig. 14. However, to confirm the correctness of
the results, we temporally controlled the robot foot to overshoot
the point where the receiving forces are equal, as shown in
Fig. 13(c). The graph at 10 s in Fig. 14 shows the three sensors
data when the robot did the overshoot. Finally, the robot turned
its foot back to the position where the receiving forces are equal,
as shown in Fig. 13(d). The graph at 13.5 s in Fig. 14. shows
the three sensors data when the robot can detect the ground
slope and move its foot normal to the ground surface in case
of following the up slope.
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Fig. 15. Actual movement when the robot recognizes a right-side slope.

Fig. 16. Sensor data of robotic foot when the robot recognizes a right-side
slope.

B. Experiment on Robot Foot Pose Actions (Left–Right Slope)

1) Right Slope: This experiment aims to confirm that the
humanoid robot can detect the right slope by using the proposed
system. Fig. 15 shows the actual movement when the robot
recognizes a right side slope. Fig. 16 shows the sensing data
of robotic foot when the robot recognizes a right-side slope. In
this experiment, the right foot was first set above the 20◦ right-
side slope, as shown in Fig. 15(a). At this point, the sensor is
unloaded, and therefore all three sensing values are 5000 μs as
shown at 0 s in Fig. 16. Next, the robot moved its foot down
to touch the ground slope, as shown in Fig. 15(b). The graph at
1.5 s in Fig. 16 shows the three sensors data when the robot
did the movement. At this point, the sensing values on sensor 1
and 2 decreased. After the first touch, the robot began turning
its foot by utilizing the analyses of the distributed pressure
patterns. In this case, the outputs of the sensor elements are
constrained as follows:

(SR1 ≈ SR2) < SR3. (4)

To follow the ground surface normal, the robot needs to turn
the ankle joint down to the left-side until the forces on all
three sensing elements are equal. The data from three sensors
in the aforementioned control process are shown around 10 s
in Fig. 16. However, we also temporally controlled the robot
foot to overshoot the detected point, as shown in Fig. 15(c), and
at 10.5 s in Fig. 16. Finally, the robot turned its foot back to
the position where the receiving forces are equal, as shown in
Fig. 15(d), and at 12.5 s in Fig. 16. Throughout this experiment,
the robot also can detect the ground slope and move its foot
normal to the ground surface in case of following the right-side
slope.

2) Left Slope: This experiment aims to confirm that the
humanoid robot can detect the left slope by using the proposed
system. Fig. 17 shows the actual movement when the robot
recognizes a left-side slope. Fig. 18 shows the sensing data

Fig. 17. Actual movement when the robot recognizes a left-side slope.

Fig. 18. Sensor data of robotic foot when the robot recognizes a left-side
slope.

of robotic foot when the robot recognizes a left-side slope. In
this experiment, the right foot was first set above the 20◦ left-
side slope, as shown in Fig. 17(a). At this point, the sensor is
unloaded, and therefore all three sensing values are 5000 μs as
shown at 0 s on Fig. 18. Next, the robot moved its foot down
to touch the ground slope, as shown in Fig. 17(b). The graph at
1.5 s in Fig. 18 shows the sensor output throughout the move-
ment. At this point, the sensing value on sensor 3 decreased.
After the first touch, the robot began turning its foot by using
the analyses of the distributed pressure patterns. In this case, the
outputs of the sensor elements are constrained as follows:

(SR1 ≈ SR2) > SR3. (5)

To follow the ground surface normal, the robot foot needs to
turn the ankle joint down to the right-side until the forces on all
three sensing elements are equal. The sensor outputs throughout
the movements are shown around 10 s in Fig. 18. However,
we also temporally controlled the robot foot to overshoot the
detected point, as shown in Fig. 17(c), and at 10.5 s in Fig. 18.
Finally, the robot turned its foot back to the position where the
receiving forces are equal, as shown in Fig. 17(d), and at 12.5 s
in Fig. 18. Throughout this experiment, the robot also can detect
the ground slope and move its foot normal to the ground surface
in case of following the left-side slope.

C. Experiment on Robot Balance Actions (Weight on Front Side)

1) Uncontrolled Case: This experiment aims to show the
failed example of the robot when the robot turn its body to
the front side without the proposed method. In this procedure,
first we set the robot balance with only the left leg. Then, the
robot turns its body into the front side by 1◦ until 20◦ to make
the robot unbalanced. As a result, after the robot turn to the
front without balance control, the robot fell down to the front
direction, as shown in Fig. 19(a)–(c), respectively.
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Fig. 19. Actual movement when the robot turns front. (Without balance
control.)

Fig. 20. Actual movement when the robot turns front. (With balance control.)

Fig. 21. Actual movement when the robot interacts with human. (Push back
side.)

Fig. 22. Sensor data of robot foot when the robot has one-leg balance control.
[Robot turns front itself (5–20 s) and human pushes back side (25 s).]

2) Controlled Case: The experiment aims to show two suc-
cessful example of the balance control of the robot. One is
the same unbalanced situation as the failure case. In this case,
although the robot turned its body to the front side by itself
the same as the previous experiment, the robot could keep its
balance. The other is the unbalanced situation caused by the
human.

In this experiment, human pushed the robot from the back
side to realize human–machine interaction. The robot also
could balance its body despite the disturbance from the human.
Fig. 20 shows the actual movement of the robot when the robot
turns to the front side by itself based on the sensor values.
Fig. 21 shows the actual movement when the human pushes
the robot from the back side. Fig. 22 shows the sensing data of
this experiment. In this procedure, we first set the robot stand
with only left leg in 2 s for initializing the sensing values as
shown in Fig. 20(a), and between 0 and 2 s in Fig. 22. Then,
the robot starts to turn its body to the front side the same as

Fig. 23. Actual movement when the robot turns back. (Without balance
control.)

previous experiment to make the robot unbalanced, as shown in
Fig. 20(b) and 5 s in Fig. 22. From 5 to 7 s, the robot moved to
the front until it reached 3◦. After that, the robot reacted to keep
its balance based on the sensor values, which is different from
the initial sensing values.

Hence, the minimum angle that can be detected is 3◦ for this
balancing case. From 8 s in Fig. 22, the robot began turning its
body against the internal movement by utilizing the analyses of
the distributed pressure patterns. In this case, the outputs of the
sensor elements are constrained as follows:

SL1 > SL3 ≥ SL2 (6)

where the SLi represents the sensor output from the ith sensor
on the left foot. Based on the sensor values, to make its foot
normal to the ground surface, the robot needs to move its body
back until the robot turned to the balance position again at
10 s in Fig. 22. However, the robot is still moving to reach at
20◦. Thus, the humanoid robot repeatedly turned its body to be
balanced again at 13, 17, and 20 s in Fig. 22.

Finally, the robot turned to the balance position again where
the receiving forces on sensor 1 and 2 are equal, as shown in
Fig. 20(c). The robot keeps the balance from this point. The
next experiment aims to show that the proposed system enables
us to realize human–machine interaction in case that human
pushes the robot from the back side. A human then applied
the pushing force from the back side of robot body by using
his finger, as shown in Fig. 21(a), and at 25 s in Fig. 22. The
force from the human makes the robot unbalanced. At this
state, the robot body began turning by utilizing the analyses of
the distributed pressure patterns as described in (6). Based on
the sensor values, to make the force on sensor 1 and 2 equal, the
robot moves back against human, as shown in Fig. 21(b), and at
26 s in Fig. 22. Then, human leaves their finger out of the robot
and the robot still maintains the balance position without falling
down, as shown in Fig. 21(c), and at 27 s in Fig. 26. As shown
in these figures, the robot also could keep its body based on the
balance control in spite of the disturbance from the internal and
external forces.

D. Experiment on Robot Balance Actions (Weight on Back Side)

1) Uncontrolled Case: This experiment aims to show the
failed example of the robot when the robot turn its body to the
back side without the proposed method. In this procedure, first
we set the robot balance with only the left leg. Then, the robot
turns its body into the back side by 1◦ until 20◦ to make the
robot unbalanced. As a result, after the robot turns to the back
without the balance control, the robot fell down to the back
direction, as shown in Fig. 23(a)–(c), respectively.
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Fig. 24. Actual movement when the robot turns back. (With balance control.)

Fig. 25. Actual movement when the robot interacts with human. (Push front
side.)

Fig. 26. Sensor data of robot foot when the robot has one-leg balance control.
[Robot turns back itself (5–20 s) and human pushes front side (25 s).]

2) Controlled Case: The experiment aims to show two
successful example of the balance control of the robot. One is
the same unbalanced situation as the failure case. In this case,
although the robot turned its body to the back side by itself
the same as the previous experiment, the robot could keep its
balance. The other is the unbalanced situation caused by the
human. In this experiment, human pushed the robot from the
front side to realize human–machine interaction. The robot also
could balance its body despite the disturbance from the human.
Fig. 24 shows the actual movement when the robot turns to the
back side by itself. Fig. 25 shows actual movement when the
robot interacts with human when human pushes the robot from
the front side. Fig. 26 shows the sensing data of this experiment.
In this procedure, we first set the robot stand with only left leg
in 2 s for initializing the sensing values as shown in Fig. 24(a),
and between 0 and 2 s in Fig. 26. Then, the robot starts to turn
its body into the back side like the previous experiment to make
the robot unbalanced, as shown in Fig. 24(b) and 5 s in Fig. 26.
From 5 to 7 s, the robot moved to the back until it reached 3◦.
After that, the robot reacted to keep its balance based on the
sensor values, which is different from the initial sensing values.
Hence, the minimum angle that can be detected is 3◦ for this
balancing case. From 8 s in Fig. 26, the robot began turning its
body against the internal movement by utilizing the analyses
of the distributed pressure patterns. In this case, the outputs of
the sensor elements are constrained as follows:

SL2 > SL3 ≥ SL1. (7)

Fig. 27. Actual movement when the robot turns left. (Without balance
control.)

Based on the sensor values, to make the foot normal to the
ground surface, the robot needs to move its body front until the
robot turned to the balance position again at 10 s in Fig. 26.
However, the robot is still moving to reach 20◦. Thus, the
humanoid robot repeatedly turns its body to keep balance as
shown at 13, 17, and 20 s in Fig. 26. Finally, the robot turned
to the balance position again where the receiving forces on
sensor 1 and 2 are equal, as shown in Fig. 24(c). The robot keeps
the balance from this point. The next experiment aims to show
that the proposed system enables us to realize human–machine
interaction in case that human pushes the robot from the front
side. A human then applied the pushing force from the front
of robot body by using his finger, as shown in Fig. 25(a),
and at 25 s in Fig. 26. The force from the human makes the
robot unbalanced. At this state, the robot body began turning
by utilizing the analyses of the distributed pressure patterns as
described in (7). Based on the sensor values, to make the force
on sensor 1 and 2 equal, the robot moves front against human, as
shown in Fig. 25(b), and at 26 s in Fig. 26. Then, human leaves
their finger out of the robot and the robot still maintains the
balance position without falling down, as shown in Fig. 25(c),
and at 27 s in Fig. 26. As shown in these figures, the robot also
could keep its body based on the balance control in spite of the
disturbance from the internal and external forces.

E. Experiment on Robot Balance Actions (Weight on Right Side)

1) Uncontrolled Case: This experiment aims to show the
failed example of the robot when the robot turn its body to the
right side without proposed method. In this procedure, first we
set the robot balance with only the left leg. Then, the robot turns
its body into the right side by 1◦ until 20◦ to make the robot
unbalanced. As a result, after the robot turn to the right without
balance control, the robot fell down to this direction, as shown
in Fig. 27(a)–(c), respectively.

2) Controlled Case: The experiment aims to show two
successful example of the balance control of the robot. One is
the same unbalanced situation as the failure case. In this case,
although the robot turned its body to the right side by itself
the same as the previous experiment, the robot could keep its
balance. The other is the unbalanced situation caused by the
human. In this experiment, human pushed the robot from the
left side to realize human–machine interaction. The robot also
could balance its body despite the disturbance from the human.
Fig. 28 shows the actual movement when the robot turns to the
right side by itself. Fig. 29 shows actual movement when the
robot interacts with human when human pushes the robot from
the left side. Fig. 30 shows the sensing data of this experiment.
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Fig. 28. Actual movement when the robot turns left. (With balance control.)

Fig. 29. Actual movement when the robot interacts with human. (Push from
the right side.)

Fig. 30. Sensor data of robot foot when the robot has one-leg balance control.
[Robot turns left itself (5–20 s) and human pushes right side (25 s).]

In this procedure, we first set the robot stand with only left leg
in 2 s for initializing the sensing values as shown in Fig. 27(a),
and between 0 and 2 s in Fig. 30. Then, the robot starts to turn
its body into the right side the same as previous experiment
to make the robot unbalanced, as shown in Fig. 27(b) and 5
s in Fig. 30. From 5 to 6 s, the robot moved to the right until
it reached 2◦. After that, the robot reacted to keep its balance
based on the sensor values, which is different from the initial
sensing values. Hence, the minimum angle that can be detected
is 2◦ for this balancing case. From 6 s in Fig. 30, the robot
began turning its body against the internal movement based on
the analyses of the distributed pressure patterns. In this case,
the outputs of the sensor elements are constrained as follows:

(SL1 ≈ SL2) < SL3. (8)

Based on the sensor values, to make the foot normal to the
ground surface, the robot needs to move its body left until the
robot turned to the balance position again at 8 s in Fig. 30. How-
ever, the robot is still moving to reach 20◦. Thus, the humanoid
robot repeatedly turns its body to keep its balance as shown at
10, 12, 14, 15, 16, 18, 19, and 20 s in Fig. 30. Finally, the robot
turned to the balance position again, as shown in Fig. 28(c). The
robot keeps the balance from this point. The next experiment
aims to show that the proposed system enables us to realize
human–machine interaction in case that human pushes the robot
from the left side. A human then applied the pushing force from
the left of robot body by using his finger, as shown in Fig. 29(a),

Fig. 31. Actual movement when the robot turns right. (Without balance
control.)

Fig. 32. Actual movement when the robot turns right. (With balance control.)

and at 25 s in Fig. 30. The force from the human make the
robot unbalanced. At this state, the robot body began turning
by utilizing the analyses of the distributed pressure patterns
as described in (8). Based on the sensor values, to make the
robot balance, the robot move left against human, as shown in
Fig. 29(b), and at 26 s in Fig. 30. Then, human leaves their
figure out of the robot and the robot still maintains the balance
position without falling down, as shown in Fig. 29(c), and at
27 s in Fig. 30. As shown in these figures, the robot also
could keep its body based on the balance control in spite of
the disturbance from the internal and external forces.

F. Experiment on Robot Balance Actions (Weight on Left Side)

1) Uncontrolled Case: This experiment aims to show the
failed example of the robot when the robot turn its body to the
left side without the proposed method. In this procedure, we
first set the robot balance with only the left leg. Then, the robot
turns its body into the left side by 1◦ until 20◦ to make the robot
unbalanced. As a result, after the robot turn to the left without
balance control, the robot fell down to this direction, as shown
in Fig. 31(a)–(c), respectively.

2) Controlled Case: The experiment aims to show two
successful example of the balance control of the robot. One
is the same unbalanced situation as the failure case. In this
case, although the robot turned its body to the left side by itself
the same as the previous experiment, the robot could keep its
balance. The other is the unbalanced situation caused by the
human. In this experiment, human pushed the robot from the
right side to realize human–machine interaction. The robot also
could balance its body despite the disturbance from the human.
Fig. 32 shows the actual movement when the robot turns to the
left side by itself. Fig. 33 shows actual movement when the
robot interacts with human when human pushes the robot from
the right side. Fig. 34 shows the sensing data of this experiment.
In this procedure, we first set the robot stand with only left leg
in 2 s for initializing the sensing values as shown in Fig. 32(a),
and between 0 and 2 s in Fig. 34. Then, the robot starts to turn
its body into the left side like the previous experiment to make
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Fig. 33. Actual movement when the robot interacts with human. (Push from
the left side.)

Fig. 34. Sensor data of robot foot when the robot has one-leg balance control.
[Robot turns right itself (5–20 s) and human pushes left side (25 s).]

the robot unbalanced, as shown in Fig. 32(b) and 5 s in Fig. 34.
From 5 to 6 s, the robot moved to the left until it reached 2◦.
After that, the robot reacted to keep its balance based on the
sensor values, which is different from the initial sensing values.
Hence, the minimum angle that can be detected is 2◦ for this
balancing case. From 6 s in Fig. 34, the robot began turning its
body against the internal movement by utilizing the analyses
of the distributed pressure patterns. In this case, the outputs of
the sensor elements are constrained as follows:

(SL1 ≈ SL2) > SL3. (9)

Based on the sensor values, to make the foot normal to the
ground surface, the robot needs to move its body right until
the robot turned to the balance position again at 8s in Fig. 34.
However, the robot is still moving to reach 20◦. Thus, the
humanoid robot repeatedly turns its body to keep its balance as
shown at 8, 10, 11, 13, 15, 16, 19, and 21 s in Fig. 34. Finally,
the robot turned to the balance position again, as shown in
Fig. 32(c). The robot keeps the balance from this point. The next
experiment aims to show that the proposed system enables us to
realize human–machine interaction in case that human pushes
the robot from the right side. A human then applied the pushing
force from the right of robot body by using his finger, as shown
in Fig. 33(a), and at 25 s in Fig. 34. The force from the human
makes the robot unbalanced. At this state, the robot body began
turning by utilizing the analyses of the distributed pressure
patterns as described in (9). Based on the sensor values, to make
the robot balance, the robot moves left against human, as shown
in Fig. 33(b), and at 26 s in Fig. 34. Then, human leaves their
finger out of the robot and the robot still maintains the balance
position without falling down, as shown in Fig. 33(c), and at
27 s in Fig. 34. As shown in these figures, the robot also
could keep its body based on the balance control in spite of
the disturbance from the internal and external forces.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS

A new haptic foot system for humanoid robot was presented.
The proposed sensors were implemented on two robotic feet.
Each foot consists of three thin sheets of force sensitive resis-
tors arranged triangularly with the peripheral circuits. We also
showed various experimental results to confirm the ability of
the proposed system with two main implementations:

One is an active tactile sensing technique to estimate the
ground slope orientation at the specific contact point and then
move the robot foot normal to the ground surface for active
ground slope recognition. As a result, we succeeded in auto-
matic detection of the ground slope such as flat level surface,
up, down, left and right slopes with 20◦ each.

The other is an active tactile sensing technique to estimate
the strongest force position under the foot for balancing its body
with one leg, which can be used for human–robot interaction.
As a result, we also succeeded in the automatic control to
balance its body with one leg without falling down in spite
of the robot motion itself and the external force such as the
pushing force by the human.

The minimum angle that can be detected for balancing on
the front and back side is 3◦ while the minimum angle that
can be detect for balancing on the left and right side is 2◦. In
these applications, we did not need any information about the
contacted ground slope or orientation in advance. The proposed
system can be independent from the control of robot body to
make the distributed control system. Therefore, we are free
from the balancing problem in the robot motion planning and
human–robot force interaction.

For future works, we would like to utilize the proposed tactile
sensor technique not only to control the foot pose or balance
control but also to keep the dynamic balance during the walking
motion for biped walking in unstructured environment. We also
would like to apply the proposed method to make human–robot
interaction tasks more useful and flexible.
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